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YoungLeaders.World is a non-profit that
teaches a leadership curriculum to students
aged 13-18. 

Through the pillars of vision, values,
strengths, barriers, and mission, YL.W
teaches students that leadership is a
mindset, not a status; leadership is a skill
that can be used to propel youth toward the
personal future that they envision.

Our curriculum draws from the issues that
we believe are most pressing to youth
today-- mental health, motivation and
career clarity.  We consult with our experts
to give engaging youth the resources they
need to thrive. 

Our mission is to create a
generation of young people
leading for personal growth
and collective good.

WHAT DO WE DO?

Y O U N G L E A D E R S . W O R L D

8 YEARS OF PROVIDING LEADERSHIP
CONTENT AND RESOURCES

OVER 28,  000 STUDENTS WORLDWIDE
HAVE ENGAGED WITH OUR
CONFERENCES AND CONTENT

STUDENTS COMPLETE OUR
PROGRAMMING WITH A ROAD MAP FOR
THEIR FUTURE AND AN ACTION PLAN
TO MAKE THEIR VISION COME TO LIFE.  

VISION: Where are you going? (Seeing the best
future for yourself, Goal Setting)

VALUES: What lines won't you cross? (What
are the most important things in your life?)

BARRIERS: What will prevent you from
reaching your goal? (i.e. Mental Health,
Addictions, Motivation, Confidence etc.)

STRENGTHS: What will help you achieve your
vision? (Career Clarity, Future Ready Skills,
Courage, Resilience )

MISSION: "They Why" How do your talents fit
the needs of the world?

Our Educational Pillars:



Let us bring a full-day personal leadership event to students at your school. Our professional
speakers will guide students through the YLW leadership curriculum and pillars. 

A YLW conference has BIG energy! We combine that energy with content that helps students
create a personal leadership action plan. Your gym will be transformed into a setting that will
utilize professional production elements*, live music, and life-changing messages.

BOOK A FULL-DAY CONFERENCE
EVENT AT YOUR SCHOOL

A clear understanding that leadership as a mindset and not a status.
A personalized leadership plan that includes setting a vision and short term goals. 
Articulating values and identifying how they line up with actions
At least 2 lessons in the speakers series on mental health as well as resources left behind
for future use
Individuals identifying how their strengths can be used positively in the community
A customized workbook for each student to work in

Full school, high energy, high impact conference with 4 professional speakers and 1
incredible musician
3 videos resources and activities for students to complete after the speaker series talk  

We will deliver these through: 

KEY TAKE-AWAYS FOR STUDENTS
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COMMENTS ON YL.W
PROGRAMMING

"So inspiring!"

"A fantastic job!""It made me realize that I'm not alone in what I
go through and that with the right tools it will

get better."

"I hope you get to do this more often."

"This is 
so amazing."

"If you want to make a change in your life you should never
wait. Take action now."

"Do your best despite your circumstances. Life is trying to
push you down but you have to push harder."

FROM STUDENTS AND TEACHERS

"The smile on some of my students
faces while watching is something I

will forever think about!"

"Thank you for leading our youth in such a positive and productive way."

"I believe what Young Leaders World is doing 
is creating next generation leaders!"

 

"What an amazing way to care for our kids mental health, provide
them with hope, and to inspire them to push though life's
challenges...The messages couldn't be more poignant."

https://youtu.be/l9C7nk-MUFo
https://youtu.be/l9C7nk-MUFo

